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Love comes in all forms. This journal is love.

Each piece was written with care by those who love literature, language, life. Each piece was hand-picked by those who love prose, promises, passion.

Every year *fisbladder* shines brighter, and not just because of those who came before, not just because of the writers or the editors… but something must be said for our readers. If you didn’t love these same pages, these same words, if you didn’t devour them or hunger for them like a starving creature, this publication would not be the same. Every time you crack this journal, fall in love all over again with everything it represents: talent, fervor, anticipation, adventure, pride… You.

Love shapes you, changes you. Let these stories seep into you, let the love you hold here fill you to overflowing and refresh you like only stories can.

After all, love is never easy. But the sacrifices one makes in the name of love are always worth the risk. Here is a labor of love, from us to you. Wear it out. Because love is precious.

*fisbladder* is love.
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